
Micro Cut M2.02
High-gloss anti-hologram polish silicone oil-free

page 1 of 1Micro Cut M2.02 is a machine micro-polishing agent of the latest generation for the
permanent removal of polishing haze, holograms, fine scratches and sanding from 4,000
grit on all (including scratch-resistant) paint systems. A brilliant and lasting high-gloss finish
is created even on dark and similarly sensitive colours under extreme lighting conditions by
using highly specialized, extremely homogeneous abrasives. Holograms and fine scratches
are eliminated mechanically. Micro Cut M2.02 is extremely economical, easy to polish and
can be removed without leaving any residue. 
Grinding level: 2.5 Gloss level: 9.0

Areas of use
Paints on cars, commercial vehicles, motorcycles, etc.

Recommendations for use
To achieve optimal results, we recommend processing with our Micro Cut Pad and a high-
performance eccentric (min. 15 mm stroke) or with an eccentric with forced rotation.
Distribute evenly over the surface of the pad for optimal dosing. Distribute the polish evenly
over the surface with the machine at the lowest speed and then polish crosswise with
medium pressure until a transparent film is formed, i.e. until the aluminium oxide contained
has completely disintegrated. Do not alternate the sponges used for this product with other
products. For the scratch-free removal of polish residues, we recommend our ultrasonically
cut Polish & Sealing Towel.

Container
Container Item no.
1 L 468001
0,25 L 468250

Warnings
Shake before use. Check for suitability and compatibility before use. Do not apply to hot
surfaces. Protect from frost and excessive heat. Do not use on painted plastics and rubber.

Notice
This product information can advice you only without obligation. Liability on our part can not
be derived.Please check whether the product is suitable for your application. We will be
pleased to assist you.
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